Forerunner Message

From ‘The Final Quest’ by Rick Joyner
This message is taken from the book by Rick Joyner ‘The Final Quest’. It is from part 1 where he
describes his 5 visions. These were really trances where Rick is actually there in the midst, experiencing
what it happening with all his senses. I have not included what Rick said prior to the summary: It was that
the entire army of God was in total disarray. This would appear to be describing the current condition of
the church.
Summary
The remnant of God has just defeated Satan’s hordes in a very hard fought first battle. The remnant had to
be revived from this battle as they were being overcome by the vast demonic army who were riding on
Christians backs! Rick was utterly amazed to see this sight, but it was real! At each level of the mountain
of God that the remnant managed to climb, it made them spiritually stronger so that their arrows began to
decimate the evil hordes and they were then able to help their deluded brothers and sisters see the truth.
Rick carries on bottom page 35...
The King Appears
‘The Lord Jesus appeared right in our midst. He took time to greet each one personally,
congratulating us on reaching the top of the mountain. Then He said “I must now share with you
what I shared with your brothers and sisters after my ascension – the message of my kingdom...It is
now time for us to march forth with the gospel of the kingdom...it is now time for the sword of the
Lord to be unsheathed.”
I then turned and saw that the entire army of the Lord was standing in the garden. There were men,
women and children from all races and nations, each carrying their banners which moved in the
wind with perfect unity. I knew that nothing like this had ever been seen in the earth before...I said
almost under my breath “This must be the day of the Lord.” The whole host then answered me in
an awesome thunder, “The day of the Lord of Hosts has come.”’
He then adds:
‘A great spiritual civil war now looms before the church. Many will do everything they can to
avoid it. However, compromise will never maintain a lasting peace. It will only make the ultimate
conflict that much more difficult when it comes, and it will come.
The Lord is now preparing a leadership that will be willing to fight a spiritual war to set men free.
The main issue will be slavery verses freedom.’
Observation
Rick was allowed to see into the future. He sees the army of God, ‘the church’ in total disarray. However,
there is a remnant that knows the truth and who walk by faith. They know no fear, they know how to
fight. While being somewhat untrained in battle they know it is necessary to climb the mountain because
they understand by the Spirit that it is from that higher level that they are able to inflict severe damage on
the enemy. From the higher levels they are able to see their deluded brothers and sisters under attack from
the demonic hordes because of their failure to stand on the truth and demand ‘in Jesus name’ that the
enemy flee. Because of their valiant action, they are able to rescue their brothers and sisters, retrain them
(re-arm them) to be useful warriors for the next battle.
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